Regulation of oxidative DNA damage repair by DNA polymerase λ and MutYH by cross-talk of phosphorylation and ubiquitination
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It is of pivotal importance for genome stability that repair DNA polymerases (Pols), such as Pols λ and β, which all exhibit considerably reduced fidelity when replicating undamaged DNA, are tightly regulated, because their misregulation could lead to mutagenesis. Recently, we found that the correct repair of the abundant and highly miscoding oxidative DNA lesion 7,8-dihydro-8-oxo-2'-deoxyguanine (8-oxo-G) is performed by an accurate repair pathway that is coordinated by the MutY glycosylase homologue (MutYH) and Pol λ in vitro and in vivo. Pol λ is phosphorylated by Cdk2/cyclinA in late S and G2 phases of the cell cycle, promoting Pol λ stability by preventing it from being targeted for proteasomal degradation by ubiquitination. However, it has remained a mystery how the levels of Pol λ are controlled, how phosphorylation promotes its stability, and how the engagement of Pol λ in active repair complexes is coordinated. Here, we show that the E3 ligase Mule mediates the degradation of Pol λ and that the control of Pol λ levels by Mule has functional consequences for the ability of mammalian cells to deal with 8-oxo-G lesions. Furthermore, we demonstrate that phosphorylation of Pol λ by Cdk2/cyclinA counteracts its Mule-mediated degradation by promoting recruitment of Pol λ to chromatin into active 8-oxo-G repair complexes through an increase in Pol λ's affinity to chromatin-bound MutYH. Finally, MutYH a chromatin. In contrast, Pol λ not engaged in chromatin, although Pol λ not engaged in active repair on chromatin is subject for proteasomal degradation.
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work we demonstrated that phosphorylation prevents Pol λ from being degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway in vivo (20).

In the present study, we were interested in elucidating how the levels of Pol λ are controlled, how phosphorylation promotes its stability, and how the engagement of Pol λ in active repair complexes is coordinated. We found that Pol λ can be ubiquitinated by the E3 ligase Mule in vitro and in vivo and that this interaction is functionally connected to the phosphorylation-dependent stabilization of Pol λ by Cdk2/cyclinA. Importantly, the control of Pol λ levels by Mule has functional consequences for the ability of mammalian cells to deal with 8-oxo-G lesions in vitro. Furthermore, we demonstrate that phosphorylation of Pol λ by Cdk2/cyclinA counteracts its Mule-mediated degradation by promoting recruitment of Pol λ to chromatin into active 8-oxo-G repair complexes through an increase in Pol λ’s affinity to chromatin-bound MutYH in vitro and in vivo. Finally, chromosome, in contrast, Pol λ not engaged in active repair on chromatin is subject for proteasomal degradation. Our data elucidate how precisely and tightly PTMs can control Pol λ’s activity state along with its overall cellular levels by orchestrating its subcellular localization and stability.

**Results**

**Identification of Mule as E3 Ligase for DNA Polymerase λ.** In order to shed more light on the regulation of Pol λ in vivo, we set out to identify the E3 ubiquitin ligase responsible for the ubiquitination of Pol λ. To this end, we tested fractions originating from an assay established by the Dianov lab (9), where Pol λ ubiquitination activity was purified from HeLa whole cell extracts in a series of biochemical fractionations via chromatographic columns combined with an in vitro ubiquitination assay (Fig. S1A). The final Mono Q fractions D14–D10 clearly displayed Pol λ mono- and polyubiquitination activity of Pol λ (Fig. L4), and they were sent for mass spectrometric analysis to identify the E3 ligase present in the fractions. The MS/MS data clearly identified Mule to be the major ubiquitin E3 ligase present in these fractions (18). In the same fractions, the E3 ligase CHIP was also identified and has been shown to ubiquitinate Pol λ in vitro (21). Mule is a 482 kDa protein in which the catalytically active homologous to the E6-AP carboxyl terminus (HECT) domain has been mapped to the C-terminal 370 amino acids (22) and has previously been shown to play a role in the regulation of another member of the Pol X family, Pol β (18). We thus used the recombinant truncated catalytically active HECT domain of Mule and confirmed that this protein mono- and polyubiquitinates Pol λ in a concentration-dependent manner in vitro (Fig. 1B). The ubiquitination reaction could be efficiently supported by any of the three E2 conjugating enzymes H5b, H5c, or H7 (Fig. S1B). When the band of in vitro ubiquitinated Pol λ was excised from a Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE gel (Fig. S1C) and subjected to MS/MS analysis, two lysines (K27 and K273) were identified to be ubiquitinated (Fig. S1D). In vitro ubiquitination assays were performed by using Pol λ with mutated K27, K273, or both residues using a mutant ubiquitin, not capable of forming polyubiquitin chains, in order to better quantitatively visualize the total ubiquitination. Although the single K273R mutant did not display any significantly reduced in vitro ubiquitination by Mule, both the single K27R and the double (K27R/K273R; named K2R) ubiquitination-deficient mutants of Pol λ showed 10 and 5 times reduced in vitro ubiquitination by Mule, respectively (Fig. S1E), suggesting that K27 is the major site of ubiquitination. The residual ubiquitination of the 2KR mutant Pol λ that was observed probably stems from other K residues in the vicinity of K27 and K273 that are minor ubiquitination sites and can be ubiquitinated more strongly after the loss of the two main ubiquitination sites identified in the MS/MS approach.

Next, we addressed the question of whether Mule also regulates the protein levels of Pol λ in vivo. To test this, we knocked down Mule in HEK 293T cells by siRNA and found that this knockdown resulted in a significant increase in Pol λ protein levels (p = 0.006) (Fig. 1C and D). The increase in Pol λ levels upon knockdown of Mule was less pronounced, but still significant (p = 0.006), in HeLa cells (Fig. S2A and B), which are known to overexpress Mule protein (23). At the same time, the mRNA level of Pol λ remained constant (Fig. S2E), which suggests that transcription of the POLL gene was not affected by the knockdown of Mule. The effect of the Lipofectamine control was similar to controls using either nonspecific siRNA or siRNA against luciferase (Fig. S3A and B).

Mule directly binds and ubiquitinates targets like p53 (22) and, thus, represses p53-mediated tumor suppressor functions leading to cell cycle arrest or aging (24). In response to DNA damage, the alternative reading frame of the INK4a/ARF locus (ARF) protein is induced, inhibits the activity of Mule, and thus leads to a stabilization of Mule targets as p53 (22) and Pol β (18). Importantly, ARF has not been shown to influence the levels of Mule but merely to inhibit its ubiquitin ligase activity (18, 20). ARF directly binds and ubiquitinates targets like p53 (22) and, thus, represses p53-mediated tumor suppressor functions leading to cell cycle arrest or aging (24). In response to DNA damage, the alternative reading frame of the INK4a/ARF locus (ARF) protein is induced, inhibits the activity of Mule, and thus leads to a stabilization of Mule targets as p53 (22) and Pol β (18). Importantly, ARF has not been shown to influence the levels of Mule but merely to inhibit its ubiquitin ligase activity (18, 20). To test whether this inhibitory effect of ARF on Mule affects Pol λ levels as well, we next knocked down ARF by siRNA. As expected, protein levels of Pol λ decreased upon knockdown of ARF in either HEK 293T (Fig. 1E and F) in HeLa cells (Fig. S2C and D) and reflected the effect of increased Mule activity, even
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**Fig. 1.** Identification of Mule as an E3 ubiquitin ligase regulating cellular protein levels of DNA polymerase λ. (A) E3 ubiquitin ligase activity of the final Mono Q fractions from HeLa cell extracts (D14–D10) against Pol λ protein. (B) Ubiquitination of Pol λ by the purified recombinant HECT domain of Mule. (C) Effect of siRNA-mediated Mule knockdown on Pol λ levels in HEK 293T cells, analyzed by Western blotting. (D and F) Quantification of protein levels shown in C and E (three independent experiments each) showing mean ± SD and p values obtained from one-sample t tests performed on the data. The Pol λ signal was normalized to tubulin. (E) Effect of siRNA-mediated ARF knockdown on Pol λ levels in HEK 293T cells, analyzed by Western blotting.
though the decrease was too small to prove significant ($p = 0.204$ for HEK and $p = 0.166$ for HeLa, respectively). At the same time, the mRNA level of Pol $\lambda$ remained constant (Fig. S2E), which further supports the evidence that Mule regulates Pol $\lambda$ protein levels by ubiquitination-dependent proteasomal degradation.

**The Correct 8-oxo-G Bypass by DNA Polymerase $\lambda$ Is Regulated Through Mule.** We have previously shown that Pol $\lambda$ is the Pol that bypasses 8-oxo-G containing DNA most accurately and incorporates the correct C opposite the lesion in vitro and that the specificity of correct nucleotide incorporation is provided by RP-A, PCNA, and MutYH in vitro (5–7). Therefore, we set out to determine whether modulation of Pol $\lambda$ levels by Mule affects the amount of bypass of 8-oxo-G lesions. To assess this question, single-nucleotide incorporation assays using crude cell extracts with a primer-template combination that allows the quantitative monitoring of the incorporation of incorrect dATP or correct dCTP opposite a template containing 8-oxo-G (Fig. 2A) were performed as previously described (5). Crude cell extracts from HEK 293T cells treated with either siRNA against Mule [showing elevated levels of Pol $\lambda$ (Fig. 1A and D)] or Lipofectamine as a control were prepared, and their single-nucleotide incorporation activity opposite 8-oxo-G was analyzed. The extracts from cells with a Mule knockdown showed higher levels of correct C incorporation opposite 8-oxo-G than the control extracts, consistent with a role for Pol $\lambda$, or another Pol that is regulated by Mule, in the bypass of 8-oxo-G in vivo (Fig. 2B and C and Fig. S4). When the relative differences of dCTP to dATP incorporation were analyzed, the extracts treated with siRNA against Mule showed a higher relative difference of dCTP to dATP incorporation (Fig. 2C) compared to the control-treated extracts. This difference could be further stimulated by the addition of PCNA and RP-A to the reaction, which is in line with our previous findings that PCNA and RP-A stimulate the correct bypass of 8-oxo-G by Pol $\lambda$. (5).

To show that the amount of error-free bypass of 8-oxo-G lesions specifically depends on Pol $\lambda$ and not on another Pol, and to confirm the functional effect of modulation of Pol $\lambda$ levels by Mule in another cell line, we knocked down Mule by siRNA in Pol $\lambda +/+ -$ and Pol $\lambda -/-$ mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) (Fig. 2D). We found that in Pol $\lambda +/+ $ MEFs the cellular protein levels of Pol $\lambda$ were increased upon Mule knockdown (Fig. 2D). Importantly, only in cell extracts generated from MEFs containing Pol $\lambda$ (Pol $\lambda +/+$ MEFs) was the incorporation of dCTP higher in extracts when Mule was knocked down in comparison to the Lipofectamine-only–treated cells (Fig. 2E and F). This result corroborated the fact that the increase in 8-oxo-G lesion bypass observed after Mule knockdown specifically depends on Pol $\lambda$.

**The Phosphorylation Status of DNA Polymerase $\lambda$ Regulates Its Subcellular Localization and thus Orchestrates Its Degradation Mediated by Mule.** In order to investigate the functional link between the stabilizing phosphorylation of Pol $\lambda$ and its degradation by Mule, we analyzed HEK 293T cells stably transfected with either myc-Pol $\lambda$ WT or myc-Pol $\lambda$ 4A (a phosphorylation-deficient mutant of Pol $\lambda$ lacking all four phosphorylation sites S167A, S177A, S230A, and T553A), because we previously observed that the lack of phosphorylation in this mutant increases its ubiquitination and thus leads to decreased cellular protein levels (20). As expected, examination of total cellular protein levels confirmed a reduction of 75% of the levels of Pol $\lambda$ 4A compared to the WT protein (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, the majority of the Pol $\lambda$ WT protein was present in a phosphorylated form (P-Pol $\lambda$), whereas the 4A mutant clearly showed a faster mobility following SDS-PAGE analysis. Treatment of these cells with siRNA against Mule dramatically increased the levels of Pol $\lambda$ 4A by 3.9-fold compared to an increase of 1.4-fold in the WT protein (Fig. 3B and C), which
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Q7: The extent of error-free bypass of 8-oxo-G by DNA polymerase $\lambda$ in human and mouse cell extracts is dependent on Mule. (A) 5’ labeled DNA primer/template pair used for the single-nucleotide incorporation assays. The first incorporation event is opposite 8-oxo-G. The incorporation of dATP yields a 40-mer and a 41-mer. (B) Single-nucleotide incorporation by crude extracts from HEK 293T cells treated with siRNA against Mule. Experiments were performed with 10 µg of crude extracts, 10 µM dATP or dCTP, and +/+ RP-A (40 nM) and PCNA (100 nM), respectively. (C) Quantification for B, mean of three independent experiments ±SD. (D) siRNA-mediated knockdown of Mule in Pol $\lambda +/+ $ or $−/− $ MEFs. (E) Single-nucleotide incorporation by extracts shown in D, performed with 10 µg of crude extracts and 0.5 µM dATP or dCTP, respectively. (F) Quantification for B, mean of four independent experiments ±SD.
Phosphorylation of DNA polymerase λ enhances its interaction with MutYH on chromatin and thus regulates its activity state in the cell.

The next question to be addressed was how and why phosphorylation orchestrates the subcellular localization of Pol λ and, more precisely, its binding to chromatin. We hypothesized that phosphorylation might enable and/or strengthen the interaction between Pol λ and binding partner on chromatin. MutYH, a known interactor of Pol λ (7), recognizes 8-oxo-G:A mismatches and catalyzes the excision of the wrong A (reviewed in ref. 2). This step is followed by incision of the apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) site by the action of apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease 1 (Ape1) to generate the substrate for Pol λ that performs the subsequent gap filling reaction (25). Thus MutYH is a protein that, according to our model of Pol λ’s involvement in correct incorporation of C opposite 8-oxo-G (7), precedes the action of Pol λ in repair of 8-oxo-G lesions. To test whether MutYH influences the subcellular localization of Pol λ, we treated HEK 293T cells with siRNA against MutYH. Fractionation of siRNA- and Lipofectamine-only–treated cells revealed that both the total cellular levels and as well as the chromatin-bound fraction of Pol λ were markedly reduced upon treatment with siRNA against MutYH (Fig. 4A and B). This finding suggested that the interaction of Pol λ with MutYH stabilizes, and possibly also recruits, Pol λ to chromatin into active repair complexes and that this interaction is dependent on, or can be enhanced by, phosphorylation of Pol λ. Thus, we next asked whether the phosphorylation status of Pol λ has any effect on its binding to MutYH. To investigate this question, recombinant purified His-tagged Pol λ was phosphorylated by Cdk2/cyclinA in an in vitro phosphorylation assay and GST-pull-down experiments were carried out by using recombinant GST-MutYH and different amounts of His-Pol λ (Fig. 4C). The results of this interaction study clearly show that phosphorylation of Pol λ strongly enhances its interaction with MutYH.

Chromatin association of DNA polymerase λ is inducible by oxidative stress. The ultimate question to be answered was whether this fine-tuning of Pol λ levels had a physiological relevance under conditions of increased cellular stress due to oxidative DNA damage. To address this, cell fractionation experiments were performed by using T24 cells. T24 cells are human bladder carcinoma cells with the particular property that they are arrested in the G0 phase of the cell cycle by contact inhibition upon reaching 100% confluency. Importantly, these cells synchronously reenter the cycling phase upon seeding and, thus, enable analysis of synchronized cells without the need to use DNA damaging agents.

Discussion

The data presented in this paper shed more light on the intricate control mechanisms that are in place to regulate protein levels of Pol λ, its subcellular localization, and its engagement into active repair complexes on chromatin upon induction of oxidative DNA damage. We now identify Mule as an E3 ligase responsible for ubiquitination of Pol λ, leading to degradation of Pol λ via the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. Although we found that Mule...
mainly monoubiquitinates Pol λ, the formation of di- or polyubiquitin chains can also be observed. It is still unclear whether it is Mule alone that is responsible for the degradation of Pol α or if, like in the case of Pol β (18), monoubiquitination by Mule stimulates polyubiquitination by another E3 ligase. The possible role of the E3 ligase CHIP also found to ubiquitinate Pol λ in vitro (21), in the regulation of Pol λ levels in vivo still remains to be assessed. In line with our findings concerning the regulation of Pol λ levels by Mule, we demonstrate that this regulation influences the capacity of HEK 293T cells to perform correct 8-oxo-G repair. Furthermore, we show that this repair is mainly carried out by Pol λ, as shown with single-nucleotide incorporation experiments using Pol λ +/+ or Pol λ –/– MEF cell extracts depleted of Mule. Experiments assessing the phosphorylation of Pol λ, which has previously been found to stabilize Pol λ by decreasing its ubiquitination (20), reveal an increase in chromatin association of nonphosphorylated Pol λ, as determined by fractionation experiments comparing HEK 293T cells stably transfected with Pol λ WT or Pol λ 4A phosphomutant. The phosphorylation-dependent chromatin binding protects and stabilizes Pol λ levels, as it prevents Pol λ from being shuttled to the cytoplasm, where it is subsequently ubiquitinated by Mule (a cytoplasmic protein) and degraded by the proteasome. Therefore, levels of Pol λ are controlled by means of changes in subcellular localization, which is dependent on the protein’s phosphorylation status. MutYH is the DNA glycosylase that catalyzes the excision of an incorrect A opposite 8-oxo-G, followed by the action of Ape1, and thus precedes the role of Pol λ in incorporating a correct C opposite 8-oxo-G. We show that phosphorylation of Pol λ enhances its binding to MutYH and that depletion of MutYH in HEK 293T cells leads to a decrease in total cellular levels of Pol λ, as well as a decrease in the chromatin-associated Pol λ fraction. Phosphorylation of Pol λ by Cdk2/cyclinA has been shown to take place in the late S and G2 phases of the cell cycle. Considering that frequent mis-incorporation of A opposite 8-oxo-G is performed by the replicative Pols δ and ε, high levels of A:8-oxo-G mispairs are expected to be present immediately after DNA synthesis in the S phase. It is pivotal that those mispairs are corrected before mitosis proceeds, because otherwise GC to TA transversion mutations can manifest themselves. Under these circumstances, the Cdk2/cyclinA phosphorylation-dependent recruitment of Pol λ to chromatin makes a lot of sense, because Pol λ is so far the most likely candidate to work together with MutYH to achieve a correct repair of A:8-oxo-G lesions. This model is further substantiated by the finding that the chromatin-bound fraction of Pol λ can be increased 1.7-fold upon induction of oxidative stress (Fig. 4 D and E) in the early S phase and is in line with previous findings implicating the involvement of Pol λ in repair of oxidative DNA damage in vivo (7).

Studies assessing the regulation of Pol β protein levels have recently shown that the levels of Pol β are regulated by Mule and CHIP in vivo (9, 18). Importantly, these studies showed that ubiquitin-mediated proteasomal degradation mainly regulates the protein levels of Pol β and not its activity. So far, we do not have any evidence indicating that ubiquitination of either Pol λ or β influences the choice of a specific Pol in the BER pathway directly. Rather, the results from this study point to the possibility that this Pol choice is brought about by other PTMs, as phosphorylation, enabling a subtle regulation of Pol’s subcellular localization, and thus contributes to the regulation of its degradation. It remains to be seen whether the polymerase activity of any of the repair Pols can be stimulated directly by means of PTMs, if PTMs control their association with other proteins to form entire repair complexes, or if their repair activity can be enhanced simply by changes in subcellular localization. In the early Lindahl paper, a steady state of 100–500 8-oxo-G per cell was suggested (26). Subsequent work warned about artificial DNA oxidation during isolation and suggested an amount of approximately 1,500 8-oxo-G per genome measured (see, e.g., ref. 27). Friedberg et al. indicated that around 1,000–2,000 8-oxo-G can be repaired per cell per day (28). Such a high steady-state level of DNA oxidation asks for a robust and tightly controlled repair system. With the data presented here, not only do we address the fine-tuning of Pol λ levels during physiological cellular conditions, we also provide evidence for what occurs upon induction of oxidative stress. ROS encountering a CG base pair during any cell cycle phase devoid of DNA synthesis will lead to the formation of a C:8-oxo-G base pair, which is a substrate for Ogg1 (reviewed in ref. 2). Ogg1 will remove the damaged base 8-oxo-G, and subsequent BER will take care of the resulting AP site.
sequentially, 8-oxo-G lesions caused by ROS inflicted on the cell in any of these nonreplicative phases will mainly necessitate the action of Ogg1. On the other hand, A:8-oxo-G mispairs are thought to mainly arise from inaccurate bypass of an 8-oxo-G lesion by replicative Pols during the S phase. For this reason, late S and G2 are the phases during which the removal of A opposite 8-oxo-G is needed. This notion is supported by the fact that MutYH levels reach their maximum during the S phase (29) and that the repair of A:8-oxo-G mismatches in vivo by MutYH is fourteenfold more efficient when the substrate is replication-proficient compared to a nonreplicating one (30). Those results are in accordance with a replication-associated activity of MutYH. Hence, because Pol λ is stabilized by phosphorylation by Cdk2/cyclinA in late S and G2 as well (20), we believe that the stabilization of an interaction between MutYH and Pol λ during exactly these phases of the cell cycle can promote repair of A:8-oxo-G mismatches.

Taken together, we have unveiled an important feature in the dynamics and control of Pol λ, a repair Pol pivotal for correction of oxidative DNA damage, which is crucial for the maintenance of genetic stability. Our results are consistent with a model in which Pol λ is recruited to and/or retained on chromatin in a phosphorylation-dependent manner into active repair complexes by MutYH in the late S and G2 phases of the cell cycle. Importantly, this recruitment is increased upon exposure of S-phase cells to oxidative DNA damaging agents. This phosphorylation-dependent chromatin recruitment further protects Pol λ from being sent to the cytoplasm, where it undergoes ubiquitination by Mule and is then sent for proteasomal degradation.

### Materials and Methods

#### In Vitro Ubiquitination of Pol λ
Purification of the ubiquitination activity for Pol λ from HeLa whole cell extracts and the in vitro ubiquitination assays were performed as described in ref. 7. Single-nucleotide incorporation assays were performed as described in ref. 5 with modifications as indicated in the figure legends.

#### GST Pull-down Assay of Pol λ with MutYH
This was done as recently described in ref. 7. Single-nucleotide incorporation assays were performed as described in ref. 5 with modifications as indicated in the figure legends.

#### RNAi Interference
Cells were transfected by using the Lipofectamine RNAi max (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and analyzed 72 h after transfection.

#### Statistical Analysis
For all the statistical analysis, the program GraphPad Prism (www.graphpad.com) was used. Full Materials and Methods can be found in SI Materials and Methods.
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SI Materials and Methods.

**Chemicals.** Deoxynucleotides were purchased from Sigma. Labeled \(^{32}\)P ATP was purchased from Hartmann Analytic. All other reagents were of analytic grade and purchased from Fluka, Sigma, or Merck.

**Antibodies and Proteins.** Antibodies (AB) against Pol \(\lambda\) (polyclonal rabbit) were raised in rabbits and affinity purified. Mule and ARF AB were from Bethyl Laboratories and the tubulin AB was from Sigma-Aldrich. The goat polyclonal AB against MutYH, rabbit polyclonal AB against GST, and rabbit polyclonal AB against c-Myc were from Santa Cruz. Mouse monoclonal AB against Fibrillarin and rabbit polyclonal AB against Histone 1 were from Abcam. Recombinant human Pol \(\lambda\) WT and mutants were expressed and purified according to Wimmer et al. (1). Recombinant HECT domain was purified according to Parsons et al. (2).

**DNA Substrates.** All oligonucleotides were purified on polyacrylamide denaturing gels. The 39-mer oligonucleotide (5' TAC AAC CCA GAG CAT ACG ACG GCC AGT GCC GAA TTC ACA 3') was purchased from Microsynth, and the 72-mer oligonucleotide containing 8-oxo-G at position 33 (5' GTATA GAT ATT CGG GAG GTG GGG CCG CCG CGX TGT GAA TTC GGC ACT GGC GTG CTT AIT CTC TGG GTT GTA 3', where X stands for 8-oxo-G) was from Purimex.

**RNAl Interference.** The Mule siRNA (Hs_HUWE_2) was from Qiagen. The siRNA sequence to target ARF was as follows: 5' GAACAUGGUGCGCAGGUUCTT-3'. The siRNA against MutYH (5' UCA CAU CCA GCU GAC AAA UCA AGU ATT -3') was from Microsynth.

**Plasmids for the Expression of Pol \(\lambda\) WT and Ubiquitination-Deficient Mutants.** Site-directed mutagenesis was performed to obtain various Pol \(\lambda\) mutants using PfuTurbo® Pol (Stratagene) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The following primer pairs (Microsynth) were used: K27R 5' ttgtagctactaacaagaaactgtg-caaattctggaaggaag 3' and K27R5 5' gcgcaagctcagctgt-cagggagaagatggtcgctgc 3' on the pRSETB-Pol\(\lambda\). WT constructs and mutants were confirmed by sequencing.

**RT-PCR.** Total RNA was isolated from cultured cells with TRI-ZOL® Reagent (Invitrogen) and RT-PCRs were performed by using QIAGEN® OneStep RT-PCR Kit (QIAGEN). Both TRI-ZOL® Reagent and QIAGEN® OneStep RT-PCR Kit were used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For RT-PCR analysis, 150 ng total RNA and the following oligonucleotides (Microsynth): Pol \(\lambda\)-myc: 5'-GACAGTGAGGAGCCCTGGGC-3' → 5'-CTCTTCTGAGATGATTGGTGTTTG-3'. L28 primers served as a loading control.


**Cells and Whole-Cell Extracts.** Human HeLa and T24 cells were purchased from American Type Cell Culture, HEK 293T cells were a gift from R. Santoro (University of Zürich, Switzerland), the T24 cells were a gift from M. Stucki (University of Zürich, Switzerland), and the mouse embryonic fibroblast Pol \(\lambda\) +/- and +/- were as described (4). HEK 293T cells stably transfected with myc-Pol \(\lambda\) WT or myc-Pol \(\lambda\) 4A mutants were obtained as described (1). Cells were grown under standard conditions.

**Whole-cell extracts for Fig. 2 (A)-(D) were prepared by Tanaka’s method (5) were prepared as previously outlined in ref. 2.

All other whole-cell extracts were prepared by the addition of lysis buffer (10 mM Hepes, pH 7.9, 500 mM KCL, 340 mM sucrose, 10% glycerol, 0.75% Triton X-100, 1 mM DTT, 2 mM PMSF, 1 µg/mL hematin, 1 µg/mL leupeptin, and 1 µg/mL pepstatin) to the cells, followed by scraping and incubation of the lysate for 15 min on ice. The cell lysate was sonicated at 4°C for 30 s and centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 10 min. The supernatant was collected, aliquoted, and stored at -80°C.

Extracts for single-nucleotide incorporation assays were prepared as described in ref. 4.

**Cell fractionation was performed as follows:** Cells were washed 3 times with PBS, and the pellets were vigorously resuspended and lysed 20 min in 1 volume buffer A (10 mM Hepes, pH 7.9, 100 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.34 M sucrose, 10% glycerol, 0.01% Triton X-100, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM PMSF, 1 µg/mL pepstatin, bestatin, and leupeptin) under constant shaking at 4°C. Nuclei were collected by 5 min centrifugation at 1,700 × g for 4°C. The supernatant was further clarified by 15 min centrifugation at 20,000 × g, the supernatant of which yielded the cytoplasmic fraction. Nuclei were resuspended in 1 volume buffer B (10 mM Hepes, pH 7.9, 3 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM PMSF, 1 µg/mL pepstatin, bestatin, and leupeptin) under constant shaking for 20 min at 4°C. Centrifugation for 5 min at 2,000 × g yielded the nuclear fraction as supernatant. The chromatin pellet was resuspended in 0.5 volumes of buffer A, sonicated 5 times 30 s in a sonication bath (Diagenode), and centrifuged for 5 min at 20,000 × g. The supernatant of this step yielded the chromatin fraction. Equal protein amounts of each fraction were analyzed by SDS-PAGE.

**Western Blot Analyses.** Western blot analyses were performed according to standard procedures and visualized by using the Odyssey image analysis system (Li-cor Bioscience).

**H2O2 Treatment of T24 Cells.** T24 cells were grown to 100% confluency in normal DMEM + 10% FCS and left to arrest in G0 for 5 d. Fourteen hours prior to treatment, they were seeded 1:3 in order to reinitiate cycling. After treatment with 0.5 mM H2O2 in DMEM + 10% FCS for 45 min, the cells were washed with 1x PBS, released into fresh medium, and harvested at the indicated time points performing cell fractionation.


Fig. S1. Identification of Mule as an E3 ubiquitin ligase for DNA polymerase λ and determination of ubiquitinated residues on DNA polymerase λ. (A) Purification scheme for the isolation of E3 ubiquitin ligase from crude HeLa cell extracts. (B) E2 specificity of the recombinant HECT domain of Mule. (C) Identification of in vitro ubiquitinated Pol λ. In vitro ubiquitination reactions with recombinant Pol λ were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie stained; the band labeled “Ubi-Pol λ” was excised and subjected to MS/MS analysis. (D) Schematic presentation of Pol λ showing the ubiquitinated residues identified by MS/MS. (E) Titration of the purified HECT domain of Mule in the presence of recombinant Pol λ WT or its ubiquitination-site mutants K27R and K273R.

Fig. S2. Identification of Mule as an E3 ubiquitin ligase regulating cellular levels of DNA polymerase λ. (A) Effect of siRNA-mediated Mule knockdown on Pol λ levels in HeLa cells, analyzed by Western blotting. (B and D) Quantification of protein levels shown in A and C (three independent experiments each) showing mean ± SD and p values obtained from one-sample t tests performed on the data. The Pol λ signal was normalized to tubulin. Error bars for B are too small to be discernible in this presentation. (C) Effect of siRNA-mediated ARF knockdown on Pol λ levels in HeLa cells, analyzed by Western blotting. (E) Quantification of mRNA levels by RT-PCR from the experiments shown in A and C from three independent experiments, showing mean ± SD.

Fig. S3. Analysis of siRNA controls. (A) Effect of siRNA-mediated Mule knockdown and siRNA against luciferase (siLuc), Lipofectamine only (Lipo), or non-specific siRNA (siNS) on cellular Pol λ levels, analyzed by Western blotting. (B) Quantification of protein levels shown in A, showing mean ± SD of two independent experiments. The Pol λ signal was normalized to tubulin and the Lipofectamine control.
Fig. S4. Titration of dNTPs, RP-A, PCNA, and cell extracts for 8-oxo-G single-nucleotide incorporation assays. (A) Titration of dATP and dCTP for single-nucleotide incorporation opposite 8-oxo-G performed with HEK 293T cell extracts. (B) Titration of RP-A and PCNA for single-nucleotide incorporation opposite 8-oxo-G performed with HEK 293T cell extracts.

Fig. S5. Subcellular fractionation of HEK cells stably transfected with myc-Pol λ WT or 4A mutant. Fractionation of HEK cells stably transfected with myc-Pol λ WT or 4A mutant into soluble and chromatin-bound fractions. Sol = soluble fraction, CHR = chromatin-bound fraction. The Pol λ signal was normalized to tubulin (for the soluble fraction) or to histone 1 (for the chromatin-bound fraction), and the percentage of the total cellular Pol λ pool is indicated at the bottom of each column.
Author queries

Q: 1_Note: PNAS uses “while” only for time periods. The requested change was not made here accordingly.

Q: 2_Note: It is not PNAS style to capitalize key terms unless a proper noun is used. The requested change was not made here accordingly.

Q: 3_As noted, PNAS allows key terms that do not repeat terms present in the title and/or abstract (which are searchable online). The requested additions to the key terms are used in the abstract and were not added accordingly.

Q: 4_No replacement for the word “diseases” was marked on the corrections, although this word was marked to be deleted. The sentence is incomplete without a noun. Please check. No change was made.

Q: 5_Note: It is not PNAS style to capitalize terms that are not proper nouns. The requested change was not made here accordingly.

Q: 6_Please provide a definition for CHIP. 

Q: 7_Note: A figure cannot be cited in its own caption. Please check.

Q: 8_PNAS mandates unambiguous pronoun antecedents. Please provide an appropriate noun after “This.”

Q: 9_PNAS mandates unambiguous pronoun antecedents. Please provide an appropriate noun after “This.”